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Europeana DSI-3 

Future Classroom Scenario 

 

Title of the scenario: 

Artistic Landscapes 

  

Names of author(s) 

Fulvia Piccolo 

  

Relevant Trend/s  

Write the trend(s) or trends the Scenario is intended to respond to. 

e.g. http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results 

  

Collaborative learning, learning materials, visual search and learning. 

 

Learning Objectives, Skills and competencies 

What are the main objectives? 

What skills will the learner develop and demonstrate within the scenario? (e.g. 21st Century Skills). 

  

Ability to search and find information, ICT skills, communication and collaboration 

  

 Learner’s Role        

What sort of activities will the learner be involved in? 

  

The children, divided in groups, create an interactive landscapes presentation using the web 

application Thinglink. For the background of the presentations they do not use photographs, 

but paintings selected from the Europeana’s Collections. 

 

The teacher assigns one landscape (e.g. the mountain, the sea, etc.) to each group and the 

students fill in a form with the following information: flora, fauna and the name of the natural 

and artificial elements of the landscape assigned. Then the students search for a painting in 

the Europeana Collections that represents the landscape suitable as a background for the 

presentation. Students link the information in the Thinglink application.  

 

At the end students, using some dresses collected at home, dress up for the landscape 

http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results
http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results
https://www.thinglink.com/
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assigned. The teacher takes the pictures of every group and inserts it in the background of 

their presentation. All the Thinglink images produced by the students will be embedded in a 

dedicated e-book and shared with the other school classes. 

  

Tools and Resources 

What resources, particularly technologies, will be required? 

   

● Europeana wesbite: http://www.europeana.eu/portal/en 

● Link to dataset 

● www.thinglink.org 

● www.epubeditor.it 

  

Learning space 

Where will the learning take place e.g. school classroom, local library, museum, outdoors, in an 

online space?   

  

Classroom, computer lab, Google Apps, netbooks, whiteboard 

  

Future Classroom Scenario Narrative 

Describe in max 10 sentences the main ideas of  

This scenario aims to create an interactive e-book about landscapes. The goal is to find an 

original idea, not ordinary images or posters but something new. The teacher introduces the 

students to the Europeana website and suggests them to use landscape paintings instead of 

picture in order to create an interactive presentation with Thinglink. The students will work in 

groups and each group will have a different landscape to analyse and some information to 

search. Once the students completed the interactive images they dress up properly for the 

landscape they were working on and the teacher takes a picture of them. That picture is 

inserted by the teacher in the Thinglink images and all the work done by students will be 

embedded in an e-book that will be shared with the school. 

This scenario is suggested for children between 7 and 8 years old. 

 

  

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kHlW_GVXk3OOCB3NZyDIPl_SdC7wX7y0Ht5wpBfQkSs/edit#gid=0
http://www.thinglink.org/
http://www.epubeditor.it/
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Learning Activities 

Add the link to the Learning Activities created with Learning Designer (http://learningdesigner.org) 

 

 https://v.gd/cRydP9 

 

 

 

This Future Classroom Scenario has been developed as part of the Europeana DSI-3 project.  

  

 

  

 

http://learningdesigner.org/

